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INTRODUCTION
At Booths & PODs we can provide beautifully stylish
quality-assured office booths and PODs to suit all types of
customers.

Over a period of 30 years, we have created lasting
partnerships with leading office furniture manufacturers and
renowned suppliers.
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With a dedicated and passionate team of designers and project managers, we provide the best selection of office
furniture from leading manufacturers. Whatever your preferred taste or style, we have the perfect match. By
gaining a key understanding of your business, we apply our extensive design experience and knowledge to fulfil
your needs.

Sit back and let our design team manage your office furniture project. We will guide you through the entire process,
ensuring that you are happy with the choices made to fit with your buying decisions. Whatever your business size
or sector, we will work with your budget, ensuring that you are delighted with the results.

You benefit from access to our 2D layouts and 3D rendered visuals, which provide you with an overview of the
finished design. This way, there are no unexpected surprises as you understand precisely how your new office
furniture will look once installed.
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Our 2D layouts provide a fantastic way for you to visualise the
design of your new office furniture before completion. Our team
of designers will discuss schemes with you once they have
measured the space.

The site survey, space planning and 2D layouts are free of
charge and all part of the process, showing precisely how the
proposed office layout will look.

3D-rendered visuals provide an outstanding way for you to view
the design and layout of your new office furniture scheme. Why
settle for the details on paper when our 3D-rendered visuals
illustrate a complete walkthrough of the space, bringing every
aspect of your new interior to life.

Here you will be able to see the setting as it will look for real,
down to every little nuance and accent. 3D architectural
visualizations are the way to go when you want a 100%
understanding of the look and feel of your new office furniture
layout.
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Our range of booths and pods are great for dividing busy open-plan areas. They enable staff to work in acoustic
booths when making important phone calls.

The pods provide privacy at an affordable price, allowing staff to move away from busy areas when they need to
concentrate or work with sensitive material.
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Ref: OB QT

Ref: OB QT

Ref: OB QTRef: Balma

PHONE BOOTHS

Our range of acoustic phone booths is incredibly popular in
office areas, as are our pods.

Use them to provide privacy and a soundproof area even
in small spaces such as corridors.
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Personal booths provide an area of peace and calm with busy offices and help support personal well-being.
Soundproof booths and pods come in a range of sizes.

Our design team can also create a bespoke layout to suit your needs. Great for use in schools, offices, commercial
spaces and anywhere that added privacy is required.
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Ref: GO Connect

Ref: Balma

Ref: GO FocusRef: Balma

PERSONAL BOOTHS

Booth seating and pods allow users to focus and escape the
hum of noisy and bustling environments.

Useful for making private phone calls, relaxing or simply
having a meeting away from distractions.
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When you need to conduct a private meeting, our specialised booths offer the perfect space. Frequently used in
open-plan offices, they provide a solution when noise is a problem.

We can fit them with telephones, AC and office equipment so that users can easily transition from one area to
another. Useful to get away from busy communal areas.
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Ref: HCF POD Group

Ref: FG Oasis Soft POD

Ref: HCF Hex Meeting Booths GroupRef: FG Oasis Soft Round

MEETING BOOTHS

Open-plan offices work well until you need to avoid noise
and distractions. Staff can find themselves competing to be
heard.

This is when meeting booths are very useful, holding up to
ten people.
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Our range of media booths have something for every type of environment, no matter your budget. Check
out our range of styles including those suitable for two or up to eight people.

They are perfect for private meetings, presentations in small groups and all types of discussions. With
all media equipment included, getting together becomes easy.
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Ref: TFS Touchdown

Ref: OB  AD

Ref: FG Oasis Soft MediaRef: TF Touchdown

MEDIA BOOTHS

We not only supply media booths but install them too.
Select a booth to match your brand colours or interior
design.

Each booth has been carefully designed to reduce sound
contamination from outside.
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Our range of meeting pods is suitable for indoor and outdoor use, providing private spaces for office, healthcare,
educational or even retail use.

Each pod is manufactured from top-quality materials and with a comprehensive range on offer, you are sure to
find something to suit your needs. Talk to our design team today.
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Ref: OB Air 20

Ref: OB Camperdens

Ref: OB  Air 26Ref: Balma

MEETING PODs

Meeting pods are a great investment so it pays to buy
quality. Our pods have full acoustic interiors and come with
mains power or solar charging.

Choose a colour/design to match with your company brand.



Unit 28 Bourne End Mills Industrial Estate
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Hemel Hempstead
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 0800 612 4174
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